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A general method for obtaining asymptotic isoperimetric inequalities for families 
of graphs is developed. Some of these inequalities have been applied to functional 
analysis, This method uses the second smallest eigenvalue of a certain matrix 
associated with the graph and it is the discrete version of a method used before for 
Riemannian manifolds. Also some results are obtained on spectra of graphs that 
show how this eigenvalue is related to the structure of the graph. Combining these 
results with some known results on group representations many new examples are 
constructed explicitly of linear sized expanders and superconcentrators. ‘i:\ 1985 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose 13 1 and let G = G, = (V,, E,) = (V, E) be the graph of the 
l-dimensional cube. The vertices of G are the 2’ binary vectors of length 1 
and two vertices are adjacent iff they differ in exactly one coordinate. The 
distance between any two vertices is thus the number of coordinates in 
which they differ. For u E V, and n> 1 let B(u, d) denote a Hamming ball 
with center v and radius d, i.e., a set consisting of all vertices of G whose 
distance from v is less than d and some vertices of G whose distance from v 
is d. Let 0 and i denote the all-zeros and the all-ones vertices of G. A 
well-known theorem of Harper ([22], see also [ 171 for a simple proof and 
[35] for a generalization) asserts that if A, C are two subsets of vertices of 
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G and p = p(A, C) is the distance between them, then there exist two Ham- 
ming balls B, =B(O, d,) and B,=B(i, d,) such that lB,l= IAl, l&l = ICI 
and the distance between B, and B, is at least p. This theorem, which gives 
the precise solution to the isoperimetric problem for G, is used in [4] to 
obtain the following asymptotic result. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose A, Cc V ,u(A)=(AI/lV\ 24 and p(C)= 
ICI/l VI. If P = AA, Cl then p(C) < exp( - Pp*Pl). 
Note that I is the diameter of GI and thus, roughly speaking, Proposition 
1.1 asserts that a “small” neighbourhood of any set of half of the vertices of 
G, contains “almost all” the vertices (e.g., if p(A, C) > lO$ then 
p(C) < exp( -200)). Results analogous to Proposition 1.1 for many con- 
tinuous metric spaces (such as the Euclidean spheres S”-[24] and the 
toruses F-[Zl]) are well known. Similar results are also known for some 
discrete metric spaces (such as the permutation groups rc,-see [28], and 
more generally [32]. Here 7c, is the graph whose vertices are all per- 
mutations on { 1, 2,..., n) and two permutations r, r~ are adjacent iff UJ ~ ’ is 
a transposition.) These results motivated the definition of the so-called 
Lev-v family of metric probability spaces, (See [21, 291.) Here we consider 
this notion for families of graphs. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let G,= (I’,, Ei) be a family of graphs and let pi be the 
diameter of G;. For A c Vi and p > 0 put A, = (v E V,: ~(0, A) ,< p}, where 
p(u, A) is the distance (in Gi) between u and A. Define 
l-cr(i,p)=min{p(A,) (=IA,]/lVil): AC V,, p(A)>$). The family {G,) is 
a Levi family if for every E > 0, 
lim cr(i, EP,) = 0. 
1 - oc, 
It is a concentrated (Levy) family if there exist constants c, h such that for 
every i, 
di, P) d c. exp( - [Iblhl). 
Proposition 1.1 easily implies that the family of cubes is a concentrated 
family. (Actually, it implies a stronger assertion-that this is a normal Levy 
family (see [S] for the definition and for some examples).) This fact has 
many applications in studying normed spaces, since it supplies a measure 
of the set where a function from Vi to the real numbers is E-close to its 
median in terms of its modulus of continuity. 
Let rrn, denote the permutation graph defined above. Maurey [28] used 
Martingale theory to prove that the family (7c,} is concentrated. He also 
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used this result to obtain some applications in functional analysis. His 
method, which was extended by Schechtman [32], can sometimes solve the 
asymptotic isoperimetric problem (i.e., supply results similar to Proposition 
l.l), even when the precise solution is not known. All these results have 
applications in the asymptotic theory of normed spaces [29], where of 
course, the asymptotic results are sufficient. 
In this paper we develop a general method to prove that various families 
of graphs are concentrated. Our method uses i, = A,(G), the second 
smallest eigenvalue of a well-known matrix associated with the graph G, 
and it is in fact the discrete version of the “Laplace operator” approach 
used in [Zl] for smooth Riemannian manifolds. 
We also obtain some results on spectra of graphs that show how i,(G) is 
related to the structure of G. In [ 13, p. 2691 (see also [9]) the authors note 
that in a table of 3-regular graphs on d 14 vertices there seems to appear a 
strong correspondence between a, and the “shape” of the graph which still 
lacks a precise formulation. The results proved in Section 2 (especially 
Theorems 2.5, 2.6, 2.7) seem to offer such a formulation. 
Our study of lb1 is related to the well-known problem of explicit con- 
struction of linear sized expanders and superconcentrators (see [27, 191). 
In Section 4 we show how to construct expanders from graphs with “large” 
3,, Since 1, can be computed efficiently this construction supplies a lower 
bound on the quality of the expanders obtained. Combining this method 
with results of Kazhdan [23] on group representations we construct 
explicitly many new examples of linear sized expanders and superconcen- 
trators. The construction is similar to that of Margulis [27] but is 
somewhat more general, supplies more “natural” examples (double covers 
of certain Cayley graphs), and reveals the connection between 1, , the con- 
centration property and expanders. 
Our paper is organized as’ follows. In Section 2 we develop our main 
tools and obtain several results on graph spectra. In Section 3 we combine 
these with some known results about spectra of graphs and prove that 
various families of graphs are concentrated. In Section 4 we show how our 
results together with those of Kazhdan on group representations supply an 
explicit construction of linear sized expanders and superconcentrators. 
Finally, in Section 5 we discuss a possible application of our results to 
combinatorial group theory. 
We would like to thank M. Gromov for fruitful discussions. The com- 
binatorial part 9.1 of his paper [20] was the starting point of this paper. 
We would also like to thank D. Kazhdan for his major contribution to Sec- 
tion 4. 
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2. THE MAIN TOOLS 
Let G = (I’, E) be a connected graph on 1 VI = n vertices, and let D be an 
orientation of G. Let C = C, = (c,.,),, E,oE V be the incidence matrix of D, 
i.e., a matrix with IEl rows indexed by the edges of D and 1 VI columns 
indexed by the vertices of D in which 
c e.r = 1 if v is the head of e, 
=-1 if v is the tail of e, 
= 0 otherwise. 
Define Q = Qc = Cr. C. One can easily check that Q = 
diag(4u)),, T A G, where d(u) is the degree of the vertex v E V and A G is 
the adjacency matrix of G. Therefore Q is independent of the orientation D 
of G. 
Let L2( V) (L*(E)) denote the space of real valued functions on V (on E) 
with the usual scalar product (,f, g) and the usual norm llfl/ = Jm 
induced by it. 
Consider the quadratic form (m,f) defined onfE L’(V). Clearly this is a 
positive semidefinite form. If we let e + and e - denote the head and the tail 
of the edge e of D it is readily seen that 
CQLf)=CCA CD= C Me+)-f(ep))‘. 
c t E 
Since G is connected we conclude that (m,f) > 0 for all f E L2( V) and 
equality holds iff f is a constant. Let 0 = A,, < ii = E,,(G) d & d . . . < i,- 1 
be the eigenvalues of Q, each appearing in accordance with its multiplicity. 
By the well-known Rayleigh’s principle if f~ L2( V) is orthogonal to the 
constants ( = eigenvectors corresponding to 1, = 0) then 
(cx f) 2 4 Ilfll’. (2.1) 
The matrix Q is commonly used in graph theory in finding the number 
of spanning trees of G (see, e.g., [ 11, Chap. 6]), and its spectrum was 
investigated by various authors (see [7, 15, and 181). Fiedler ( [ 181, see 
also [ 13, pp. 265-2661) called A,(G) the algebraic connectivity of G and 
investigated some of its properties. It seems that graphs with large A, tend 
to have large girth and connectivity. The main results of this section 
(whose exact formulation is stated in Theorems 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7) show that 
large I, also implies a small diameter and is related to the important con- 
centration property described in Section 1. 
It is helpful to consider the operator Q: L2( V) + L2( V) as the (minus) 
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Laplace operator for the graph G = (I’, E), and to consider the operator 
C: L2( V) + L2(E) as the gradient operator for G. In this setting, the main 
difference between Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 below and their analytic analogue 
in [21] is the factor d corresponding to the maximum degree of a vertex of 
G. This difference seems to arise from the fact that there is no analogue to 
the unique direction of the gradient for the discrete case. 
Returning to our graph G = ( I’, E), let A and B be two disjoint subsets of 
V, let p be the distance (in G) between them and put a= IAl/n, b= IBl/n. 
Let E, (EB) be the set of edges of G with both endpoints in A (in B). The 
following lemma is the main tool in proving the main results of this section. 
As noted by one of the referees an analytic result related to it was proved 
by Cheeger [14]. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
Proof. Define a function ge L2( V) by 
g(u)=:-: i+k min(p(u, A), p), 
( ) 
where p(u, A) is the distance from v to A. If u E A then g(u) = l/a and if 
u E B then g(u) = -l/6. Clearly if U, ocV are adjacent then 
/g(u) -g(o)1 < l/p(l/a + l/6) and thus 
for all edges e E E. 
Defmeol=(l/n)C,,. g(u) and put f= g - a. Obviously, C,, vf(~) = 0 and 
thus inequality (2.1) holds for f: Therefore 
,,..(;+;),i, ((;-r)2vz.u+(;+a)2n+) 
=~*Ml’a2Lf)=(cf, cn 
=e~E(f(e+)-f’(Ep)J2= 1 (g(e+)-g(e-))2 
ecE 
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c (s(e+)-g(ep))* 
etE-(EA+E~) 
The desired result follows. 1 
Remark 2.2. If A, B are disjoint subsets of V and 
a = /Al/n = b = I Bl/n = t, then the set of all edges joining a vertex of A to a 
vertex of B is called a bisector of G. There are several papers dealing with 
the cardinality of the minimal bisector of G. Lemma 2.1 (with p = 1) shows 
that the cardinality of any bisector of G is at least 2 1 . n/4. This inequality 
holds as an equality for the graph of the I-dimensional cube for all I> 1. 
(See Remark 3.3 in Section 3.) More general results about the connection 
between bisectors and the spectrum of Q appear in [16]. 
Remark 2.3. Lemma 2.1 shows that A, 6 (n/(n - 1)) minj d(v): u E V). 
Indeed, let u E V satisfy d(u) = min(d(u): v E V), and apply Lemma 2.1 with 
A= {u}, B= q{u}, p= 1, and I,? - lEal - lEel =d(u) to get the last 
inequality. This inequality was proved in [18] in a different method. 
Remark 2.4. Bussemaker, Cvetkovic, and Seidel [lo] (see also 
[ 13, p. 1151) used an interlacing theorem of Haemers to prove the follow- 
ing result: 
Let G be a d-regular graph on n vertices and let ii be as above. If G, is 
an induced subgraph of G on a set V1 of n, vertices with average degree d, 
then 
nlnl 
d, <- n +d-2,. 
Using Lemma 2.1 we obtain an alternative elementary proof of this 
result. Indeed, Lemma 2.1 with A = V,, B = V- Vi, and p = 1 shows that 
at least i,n,(n -n,)/n edges join vertices of V, to vertices of B. Thus, the 
sum of degrees (in G,) of vertices of G, is at most dn,-I,n,(n-n,)/n= 
n,(n,;l,/n+d--2,) and the average degree is at most n,A,/n+d-i,, as 
needed. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let G, A, B, a, b, p, and IV1 be as above, and let d be the 
maximum degree of a vertex of G. If p > 1 then 
b< 
l-a 
1 + (2,/d) ap*’ 
(2.2) 
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Proof. Since p > 1 every edge in the set E - (E, u Es) is incident with 
at least one of the n - na - nb vertices of the set V- (A u B). Thus 
IEl- lEal - lEel <n(l -a-b)d. 
This and Lemma 2.1 imply 
1 
.n(l -a-b)dGT 
P ab 
.n(l -a-b)d. 
The desired result follows. 1 
THEOREM 2.6. Let G, A, B, a, 6, A,, and d be as above and assume that 
the distance between A and B is greater than p > 1. ( We do not assume here 
that p is an integer.) Then 
bd(l -a)exp(-ln(1 +2a)[J(lw,/2d)p]). (2.2) 
ProoJ Define Jo = ,/2d/l%, . By Remark 2.3, p 3 1 (assuming n 2 2). For 
a subset F of V and a positive real r, define Fr = {v = V: d(v, F) d r ) and 
fr = I FJn. Define also k = [p/p]. For 0 6 j < k the distance s between the 
sets A, and V- Av+ ,,,, is strictly greater than Jo 3 1. Therefore, by 
Theorem 2.5, 
1-a(j+l)p6(1-ajp)' 
1 
?<(lmajp) 
1 
1 + (l&/d) aj;s- 1 + (i,/d) up* 
= (1 -a,J y-& 
for all 0 6 j < k. 
Multiplying these k inequalities we conclude that 
k 
=(l -a)exp(-fn(1 +2a).k). 
Since BS V- Akp the last inequality implies (2.2). 1 
THEOREM 2.7. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph on I VI = n > 1 ver- 
tices, with maximal degree d, and put I. = n,(G). Then the diameter of G is at 
most 
2CJEG log2 HI. 
Prooj Define p = Jm log, n. We first show that if A is any set of 
at least half the vertices of V then ACp3 = V. Indeed, let B denote the set of 
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all vertices of G whose distance from A is more than p. Put a = IA I/n > t, 
b = IBl/n. By Theorem 2.6, 
bdfexp(-ln2[J2/op])<l/n. 
and thus B= 121. Thus ACP, = V. Next we show that if u E V then 
1 {u> cp,/ B n/2. Indeed, suppose this is false and define A = q(u) rp,. Then 
lAI/n>iand thus ALP,= V. In particular, the distance between u and A is 
at most [p], contradicting the definition of A. Thus I(u}~~,~ >,n/2 and 
((0) cp,)cp3 = V, which is the desired result. 1 
Remark 2.8. In Section 4 we construct, for a fixed E > 0, a sequence of 
4-regular graphs Gi = (Vi, Ei), with I Vi/ + cc and %i(Gi) > E. By Theorem 
2.7, the diameter of Gj is at most ci log, I V,I, where ci = cl(a) is indepen- 
dent of I Vii. However, since G, is 4-regular the number of vertices in Vi 
whose distance from a fixed u E V, is <p is at most 
4+4.3 +4.32 +4.3”-‘. Therefore, the diameter of Gi is at least 
c2 log, I VJ. This shows that Theorem 2.7 is in a sense, best possible (and 
hence so is Theorem 2.6). 
3. CONCENTRATED FAMILIES OF GRAPHS 
In order to apply Theorem 2.6 one has to find methods to compute or 
estimate A, = A,(G) for various graphs G. In this section we describe such 
methods and combine them with Theorem 2.6 to prove that some families 
of graphs are concentrated. 
The first simple method deals with Cartesian products of graphs. Recall 
that if G, = ( V, , E, ) and G2 = ( V,, E,) are graphs, the Cartesian product of 
them is a graph G= (V, E), where V= V, x V2 and (u,, u,), (u2, U~)E V are 
adjacent if u, = u2 and U, is adjacent (in G,) to u2 or if ui = u2 and vi is 
adjacent (in G, ) to u2. Let Q, , Q2, and Q be the Q-matrices defined in Sec- 
tion 2 of G,, G2, and G, respectively. One can easily check that 
Q=QlxZ+ZxQ,, where x is the well-known kronecker product. This 
means that if (&}.and {Pi} are the sets of eigenvalues of Qi and Q2, 
respectively, then the set of eigenvalues of Q is { ;li + pj}. In particular, if G, 
and G, are connected, then 
&(G, x G2) = min(&(GIX h(G2)). 
This proves the only nontrivial part of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For 1 < i < 1 let Gi be a connected graph with diameter 
pi, maximal degree di, andput ;li= 2,(Gi). Let G be the Cartesian product oj 
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the I Gi-s. Then the diameter of G is xi= 1 pi, its maximal degree is 
cf=, di, andA,(G)=min,.;.,J.,. 
Combining this proposition with Theorem 2.6 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.2. Let H be any fixed connected graph. For i Z 1 let Gi be 
the Cartesian product of i copies of H. Then (Gi) is a concentratedfamily of 
graphs. 
Remark 3.3. Clearly Theorem 2.6 supplies a constant h for which the 
family {Gi} is concentrated. For example, we can use it to show that if 
G = (I’, E) is the I-dimensional cube (which is the Cartesian product of 1 
copies of K2) then A,(G)= 2 and thus if A, Cg I’ satisfy p(A)> 4 and 
p(A, C) > p then p(C) < & exp( -In 2 [p/8]). (Proposition 1.1 contains, of 
course, a better result for this case.) 
It is also worth noting that the results of [32] also imply that (G;) is a 
Levi family with a(i, p) d 2 exp( -A [p*/i]) (and is thus certainly a concen- 
trated family). 
Next we consider regular graphs. Clearly if G is regular there is a simple 
relationship between the spectrum of the adjacency matrix of G (which is 
commonly called the spectrum of G) and the spectrum of the matrix Qc. In 
particular, if G is d-regular then E,,(G) is just the difference between d and 
the second largest eigenvalue of G. There are many results about the eigen- 
values of graphs and here we use some of them to construct more examples 
of concentrated families of graphs. 
THEOREM 3.4. (i) For k > 1 let S, be a set of cardinality 2k - 1. The odd 
graph Ok is a graph whose vertices correspond to the subsets of Sk of car- 
dinality k - 1 and two vertices are joined iff the corresponding subsets are 
disjoint (see [ 11, p. 561). The fami1.v (Ok)rz, is concentrated. 
(ii) If {G,},“, l is a concentratedfamily of regular graphs then so is the 
family { L( Gi)} ,“= , of their line graphs. In particular { L( 0,) )F=, is concen- 
trated. 
Proof (i) One can easily check that 0, is k-regular with diameter 
k - 1. By [ 11, p. 1451, I, (0,) = 2. This and Theorem 2.6 imply the desired 
result. 
(ii) Is an easy consequence of the definitions. If we want to apply 
Theorem 2.6 directly to L(G,) to obtain some constant h for which L(G,) is 
concentrated we can use the result of Sachs (see, e.g., [ 11, p. 19-J) that 
implies that A,(G) = ;I,( L(G)) for every regular graph G. g 
We close this section with a brief discussion of Cayley graphs. Let H be a 
finite group with a generating multiset 6 satisfying 6 = 6 - ‘. The Cayley 
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graph G = G(H, 6) with vertex set H is defined as follows: The vertices u 
and v are connected by s parallel edges, where s is the multiplicity of uv ’ 
in 6. (Usually we assume that 6 is a set and 1 $6. In this case G is a simple 
Cayley graph.) Clearly G( H, 6) is (61 regular. Lovasz ( [25], see also [26 
and 81 for a simplified formula) found a formula for the power sums of the 
eigenvalues of simple Cayley graphs in terms of characters of H. For an 
abelian H this formula implies 
A,(G) = 161 - max 
i 
.sF6 x(s): x is a nontrivial multiplicative character of H 
I 
. x 
(3.1) 
This formula easiiy implies that for every simple Cayley graph G over the 
group H = (Z,)‘, A,(G) is an even integer. In particular we can use (3.1) to 
show that for the I-dimensional cube I*, = 2 and thus the set of I-dimen- 
sional cubes is concentrated (see also Remark 3.3; Gromov [20, p. 1161 
gave an equivalent definition for %, and computed it for the cube using 
some variational inequalities). 
In the next section we show how the theory of group representations can 
be used to prove that certain families of Cayley graphs of nonabelian 
groups are concentrated in a very strong sense. 
4. EXPANDERS AND SUPERCONCENTRATORS 
An (n, k)-superconcentrator is a directed graph with n inputs, n outputs, 
and at most k + n edges, such that for every 1 < r 6 n and every two sets of r 
inputs and r outputs there are r vertex disjoint paths connecting the two 
sets. A family of linear superconcentrators of density k is a set of 
(n,, k + o( 1)) superconcentrators, with n, + GO, as i -+ co. The problem of 
constructing such a family is well known (see [19] and its references.) 
Following [ 191 we let an (n, k, c)-expander denote a bipartite graph with n 
inputs, n outputs, and at most kn edges, such that for every subset A of 
inputs IN(A)1 a(1 +c(l- IAl/n)).lAJ, where N(A) denotes the set of all 
neighbors of vertices of A. In [19 and 331 it is shown how expanders can 
be used to construct superconcentrators. The construction of [33] implies 
that in order to construct a family of linear superconcentrators it is enough 
to construct a family of linear expanders, i.e., to construct for some fixed k 
and c > 0 a family of (n;, k, c)-expanders (with ni + co as i -+ CO). Such a 
family is also useful in a recent parallel sorting network described in Cl]. 
Although it is rather easy to prove the existence of a family of the desired 
type using probabilistic methods, an explicit construction is difficult. In a 
most interesting paper [27] Margulis shows such a construction. He uses 
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the theory of group representations to prove that it has the desired 
property. A variation of his construction is given in [6]. Gabber and Galil 
[ 191 give another variation of Margulis’ construction and a charming 
proof that it has the desired property using Fourier analysis. All these con- 
structions are basically the one given in [27], with small variations. 
However, the proof of [19], unlike that of [27], supplies a lower bound to 
the amount of expansion c, and this enables the authors to construct a 
family of linear superconcentrators of density ~272. 
Here we show how information about E”,, together with some results on 
group representations, can be used to construct many new examples of 
families of linear expanders. Other relations between eigenvalues of certain 
matrices associated with graphs and their expansions properties appear in 
[34, 21 (see also [12]). Our method here is similar to that of [27], but is 
somewhat more general. It also reveals the connection between expanders 
and the concentration property. Combining our methods with those of [19 
and 331 we can construct a family of linear superconcentrators of density 
~71, and a family of acyclic linear superconcentrators of density E 158. 
Both results improve significantly the previous best known constructions. 
This will appear in [3]. (We would like to thank D. Kazhdan who showed 
us how his results on group representations can be used here.) 
DEFINITION 4.1. An (n, k, &)-enlarger is a k-regular graph G on n ver- 
tices with i,(G) 2 E. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let G = (V, E) be a graph on a set of n vertices 
v= {VI, Q,..., v,}. The extended double cover of G is a bipartite graph H on 
the sets of inputs X= {x1, x2 ,..., x,} and outputs Y = { JJ~, y, ,..., y,} in 
which xi E X and ~7~ E Y are adjacent iff i =j or D, v, E E. 
Our basic observation is 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G = (V, E) be an (n, k, E)-enlarger and let H be its 
extended double cover. Then H is an (n, k + 1, c)-expander for 
c = 4&/(k + 4~). 
ProoJ: Let A be a subset of inputs of H and let 2 be the corresponding 
subset of V. Clearly IA( = IAl and the cardinality of N(A) is precisely that 
of the set of all vertices of G whose distance from 2 is ~2. By Theorem 2.5 
the set of all other vertices of G is of size at most 
n.(l-a)/ 1+ 
( 
Fa.,) 6n(l -a)/( 1+4ia), 
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where a = IAl/n( = IA I/n). Therefore 
lNo>n-n~l-~~/(l+4~u)=(l+~~l-u))nu 
2 l+ 
( 
gpAl/+Al~ 
which is the desired result. 1 
Remark 4.4. Given a k-regular graph G on n vertices, there are several 
well-known efficient algorithms to compute i,(G). (See, e.g., [ 31 I). 
Therefore, we can determine, given E > 0, if G is an (n, k, E) enlarger. If so, 
Theorem 4.3 enables us to construct the corresponding expander. In con- 
trast, there is no known efficient algorithm to decide if a given bipartite 
graph is an (n, k, c)-expander. 
It is worth noting that a properly stated converse of Theorem 4.3 is also 
true. This follows from a discrete version of Cheeger’s result [14] and will 
appear somewhere else. 
By Theorem 4.3, in order to construct a family of linear expanders it is 
enough to construct a family of linear enlargers, i.e., to construct, for some 
fixed k and E > 0, a family of (n,, k, &)-enlargers with n, + co. Note that by 
Theorem 2.6 such a family is a concentrated family of graphs, in a very 
strong sense. We proceed to show how to construct such a family using the 
results of Kazhdan [23] on property (T). 
DEFINITION 4.5. A unitary representation rr of a group H in the space 
V = V, is called essentially nontrivial if for any vector 0 # u E V, there exists 
an h E H such that n(h) u # u. (I.e., the unit representation is not a sub- 
representation of rc.) 
DEFINITION 4.6 ([23], see also [36, p. 4061). Let H be a locally com- 
pact group. H has property (T) if there exist E > 0 and a compact KC H 
such that for every essentially nontrivial unitary representation rc of H in 
I/ = V, and for every unit vector y E V there exists an h E K such that 
1(4h)Y,.Y)l <l--E. 
The following lemma is a consequence of the last definition. Its proof can 
be easily deduced from [27 (English version), p. 3303. 
LEMMA 4.7. If H is a discrete group having property (T), and S is a set 
of generators of H, then there exists a constant E > 0 such that for every 
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essentially nontrivial unitary representation TL of H in V = V, and for every 
unit vector YE V there exists an SE S such that I(z(s) y, y)I < 1 -8. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let H, S, and E be as in Lemma 4.7 and let T be a finite 
group. If S is finite, S= S-l, and 4: H + T is a group homomorphism, 
d(H) = T then the Cayley graph G = G(T, q+(S)) is a (I TI, ISI, E) enlarger. 
(4(S) denotes here the multiset of cardinality ISI; {4(s): SE S}.) 
ProoJ Clearly G is ISI-regular on 1 TI vertices. We must show that 
i,(G)as. Let V be a vector space of dimension ITI, with a basis (e,),tT 
indexed by the elements of T. Let rr denote the regular (left) representation 
of T. Thus for t E T, z(t) is the permutation matrix given by 
(4t)L.u = 1 ifw.u-‘=t, 
=o otherwise. 
Therefore, the matrix Q = QG (defined in Sect. 2), of the Cayley graph G is 
ISI .I-CSES 7~. d(s), where I is a I TI x 1 TI identity matrix. 71.4 is clearly a 
unitary representation of H. Let W denote the subspace of I/ consisting of 
all vectors the sum of whose coordinates is zero. Clearly W is invariant 
under n. 4 and thus 71. d”’ is a unitary representation of H in W. We claim 
that it is essentially nontrivial. Indeed, if v E V satisfies 71. d(h) v = v for all 
h E H then, since 4(H) = T, all coordinates of v are equal, Thus if, in 
addition, v E W then v = 0. Therefore 7~. 4”’ satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 4.7 and hence for every unit vector y E W there exists an s E S such 
that I(n. dw(s) y, y)( < 1 -6. This shows that 
min{(Qy,.v):ye W, Ilyll = 13 >E. 
However, by Rayleigh’s principle, the left-side of the last inequality is 
precisely 1,(G). This completes the proof. i 
An immediate corollary of Lemma 4.8 is 
THEOREM 4.9. Let H be a discrete group having property (T) and let S be 
a finite set of generators of H, S= S-‘. Let di: H +“’ Ti be group 
homomorphisms, where 1 Til + co, and put G, = G( T,, q5JS)). Then Gi is a 
family of linear enlargers, i.e., there exist fixed E > 0 and k = I SI, such that Gi 
is a (( T,(, k, E) enlarger. 
There are many known examples of groups H that enable us to apply 
Theorem 4.9. Here we point out one infinite family of such examples. As 
usual, let SL(n, Z) denote the discrete group of all n x n matrices over 
the integers Z with determinant 1. Kazhdan [23] showed that for n 2 3 
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SL(n, Z) has property (T). In [30] it is shown that SL(n, Z) has the 
following set of two generators: 
B,= 
0 1 ..’ 0 0 
0 0 ... I 0 1 
1 1 0 ..’ 0 0 
0 0 1 ..’ 0 0 1 0 ‘.’ 0 0 
. . . . . . . . ” 
0 ii...; 3 6 6 6 ; 6 
(-I)“--’ 0  0 0 0 0 .’ .’ 0 0 1 1 1. 
Define S, = B, u B;‘. Note that for n 3 3 JS,I = 4. Let SL(la, Zj) denote the 
group of all n x n matrices over the ring of integers module i with deter- 
minant 1, and let 4:“): SL(n, Z) -+ SL(n, Z;) be the homomorphism defined 
by di”)((~,,~)) = (a,,(mod i)). Clearly all the assumptions of Theorem 4.9 are 
satisfied by H = SL(n, Z)(n > 3), S = S,, 4, = $i”‘, and ri = SL(n, Zi). This 
supplies an infinite number of explicit families of (n, 4, &)-enlargers and 
thus, by Theorem 4.3, also an infinite number of families of linear expan- 
ders. 
5. A POSSIBLE APPLICATION TO COMBINATORIAL GROUP THEORY 
Let H be a finite group and let y be a set of generators of H, y = y - ‘, 
1 E y. Define k = k(H, y) as the minimal integer such that yk = H, i.e., every 
element of H is a product of (at most) k members of y. There are many 
results related to the determination or estimation of k(H, y). 
Define 6=y- (1) and let G = G(H, 6) be the corresponding Cayley 
graph. Put j+, = i,(G). Note that k(H, y ) is just the diameter of G and thus 
the following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.7. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. 
UK Y) G ‘Q’%i?% log, I HI 1. 
This result is, in some sense, best possible. Indeed, Combining the results 
of the previous section with the argument of Remark 2.8 one can prove 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let H be u discrete group having property (T) and Iet 
y be a finite set of generators of H, y = y ~ ‘, 1 E y. Then there exist two 
positive constants c, = c,(H, y) and c2 = cz(H, y) such that for any group 
homomorphism ~$1 H _ton T 
c,log,ITI~k(T,~(y))dcz.log,lTl. (5.1) 
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Thus the upper bound in (5.1), implied by Proposition 5.1, is, in a sense, 
best possible. In the previous section there are explicit examples of H and y 
for which the last proposition can be applied. 
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